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Figure 1 | The creation of vortices with designed shape and topology.
a, The conventional method for generating a vortex ring, in which a burst of
fluid is forced through an orifice. b, A vortex ring in air visualized with
smoke. c, A vortex ring in water traced by a line of ultrafine gas bubbles,
which show finer core details than smoke or dye. d,e, A vortex ring can
alternatively be generated as the starting vortex of a suddenly accelerated,
specially designed wing. For a wing with the trailing edge angled inward,
the starting vortex moves in the opposite of the direction of wing motion
f, The starting vortex is a result of conservation of circulation—the bound
circulation around a wing is balanced by the counter-rotating starting
vortex. g,h, A rendering of a wing tied into a knot (g), used to generate a
knotted vortex (h).

was proved20. More recently, these solutions were shown to be
unstable to linear perturbations28; however, when the LIA is no
longer valid, the interplay of global and local induction complicates
the situation considerably and the evolution of vortex knots remains
a matter of theoretical debate both in the inviscid and viscid
cases21,22. Simulations of knotted vortices with large cores, based
on Navier–Stokes dynamics, suggest that they are short lived29;
however, numerical integration of Biot–Savart vortex evolution
suggests that finite core size may enhance stability21. Quantitatively,
capturing the details of even the evolution of a simple ring remains
a surprisingly resilient problem30. Resolving such subtle questions
therefore requires both the generation of knotted flows in the
laboratory, and an effective means of three-dimensional (3D)
imaging of the evolution of the resulting flow with a high degree
of spatial and temporal resolution.

The conventional method for making a vortex loop is to force a
burst of fluid out of an orifice (Fig. 1a–c and Supplementary Movie
S1). It has been suggested that two perturbed rings could be collided
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Figure 2 | Scaling of trefoil knot vortex loops. a, An overlay of vortex knots
taken at the same rescaled time. The vortex r.m.s. radii are ¯r = 60, 45, 30
and 22.5 mm for red, yellow, green and blue colouring, respectively. The
generating wing speed is 3.10 m s�1 for all except the largest vortex knot,
for which it is 2.15 m s�1. The biggest vortex (red) is slightly larger than the
imaging field of view, resulting in some clipping on the left edge. b, The
same knots as shown in a, scaled inversely proportional to the original
hydrofoil dimensions. c, A photograph of the four knot-generating wings.
d, The rescaled time, t

⇤, of the first reconnection event. With the exception
of the smallest linked rings (which are affected by background flow from
the apparatus), we observe that the rescaled reconnection time is
independent of the Reynolds number.

to create a knotted vortex23, but to our knowledge this has never
been demonstrated experimentally (our own attempts indicate that
the strong perturbations to the shape of a vortex resulting from
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Simulation during reconnection

• The reconnection of a trefoil vortex knot is examined numerically

to determine how its helicity and two vorticity norms behave.

• Helicity is remarkably preserved as in experiment.

• Self-similar growth where
√
νZ(tx) cross at tx = 41, independent

of the viscosity and radius re for vortex.

• Z is volume-integrated vorticity squared or enstrophy. tx is the

end of the first reconnection.

• 1/
(√

νZ
)1/2

is linear for t . tx. Collapse onto one curve if time

rescaled: δtv = (t− tx)/(Tc(ν)− tx).

• Navier-Stokes ‖ω‖∞ is bounded by the Euler values for all ν.

• Euler ‖ω‖∞ growth is at most exponential of exponential Kerr

(2013b).

• Nonetheless, at early times very small viscosity Navier-Stokes Z

greater than Euler Z. Which allows:

• Viscosity independent dissipation rate ε = νZ at t ≈ tx.

• Dissipation anomaly (finite dissipation in a finite time) without

singularities or roughness as ν → 0
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unstable to linear perturbations28; however, when the LIA is no
longer valid, the interplay of global and local induction complicates
the situation considerably and the evolution of vortex knots remains
a matter of theoretical debate both in the inviscid and viscid
cases21,22. Simulations of knotted vortices with large cores, based
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capturing the details of even the evolution of a simple ring remains
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Simulation during reconnection

Scaling of Navier-Stokes trefoil reconnection
⇐ Inspiration:: Helicity conservation by flow across

scales in reconnecting vortex links and knots Proc.

Nat. Acac. Sci. 111 (2014). Scheeler, D. K., D. P., G. L.

K., W. T. M. Irvine. Helicity preservation is claimed

Euler ω × u Navier-Stokes `3 periodic domains
∂u

∂t
+ (u·∇)u = −∇p+ν4u (??)

∂u

∂t
+ (ω × u) = −∇ph+ν4u (??)

• Address this paradox:

Real world: There is:

Finite energy dissipation in a finite time.

Mathematics says not, unless the solution under

Euler (inviscid) has a singularity or ν > ν0(`). (Const1986)

Euler numerics are super-exponential: NOT singular.

• If proven ∀ T , step to solve Clay Prize for Navier-Stokes.

• But the Clay Prize is not the full story.

⇐ Tools: Asymmetric numerical trefoil.

• As ν → 0: Follow two classes of norms in time.

• Vorticity-like: enstrophy Z(t) =
∫
V ω

2.

• Helicity-like: helicity H(t) =
∫
V u·ω.
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What trefoil reconnection says about Navier-Stokes regularity R. M Kerr, U. Warwick, UK

Experimental 3D PRINTED

knot made of Teflon.

Immerse in water saturated with

hydrogen bubbles. The bubbles

stick to the Teflon.
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Figure 1 | The creation of vortices with designed shape and topology.
a, The conventional method for generating a vortex ring, in which a burst of
fluid is forced through an orifice. b, A vortex ring in air visualized with
smoke. c, A vortex ring in water traced by a line of ultrafine gas bubbles,
which show finer core details than smoke or dye. d,e, A vortex ring can
alternatively be generated as the starting vortex of a suddenly accelerated,
specially designed wing. For a wing with the trailing edge angled inward,
the starting vortex moves in the opposite of the direction of wing motion
f, The starting vortex is a result of conservation of circulation—the bound
circulation around a wing is balanced by the counter-rotating starting
vortex. g,h, A rendering of a wing tied into a knot (g), used to generate a
knotted vortex (h).

was proved20. More recently, these solutions were shown to be
unstable to linear perturbations28; however, when the LIA is no
longer valid, the interplay of global and local induction complicates
the situation considerably and the evolution of vortex knots remains
a matter of theoretical debate both in the inviscid and viscid
cases21,22. Simulations of knotted vortices with large cores, based
on Navier–Stokes dynamics, suggest that they are short lived29;
however, numerical integration of Biot–Savart vortex evolution
suggests that finite core size may enhance stability21. Quantitatively,
capturing the details of even the evolution of a simple ring remains
a surprisingly resilient problem30. Resolving such subtle questions
therefore requires both the generation of knotted flows in the
laboratory, and an effective means of three-dimensional (3D)
imaging of the evolution of the resulting flow with a high degree
of spatial and temporal resolution.

The conventional method for making a vortex loop is to force a
burst of fluid out of an orifice (Fig. 1a–c and Supplementary Movie
S1). It has been suggested that two perturbed rings could be collided
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for which it is 2.15 m s�1. The biggest vortex (red) is slightly larger than the
imaging field of view, resulting in some clipping on the left edge. b, The
same knots as shown in a, scaled inversely proportional to the original
hydrofoil dimensions. c, A photograph of the four knot-generating wings.
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⇤, of the first reconnection event. With the exception
of the smallest linked rings (which are affected by background flow from
the apparatus), we observe that the rescaled reconnection time is
independent of the Reynolds number.

to create a knotted vortex23, but to our knowledge this has never
been demonstrated experimentally (our own attempts indicate that
the strong perturbations to the shape of a vortex resulting from
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Figure 1 | The creation of vortices with designed shape and topology.
a, The conventional method for generating a vortex ring, in which a burst of
fluid is forced through an orifice. b, A vortex ring in air visualized with
smoke. c, A vortex ring in water traced by a line of ultrafine gas bubbles,
which show finer core details than smoke or dye. d,e, A vortex ring can
alternatively be generated as the starting vortex of a suddenly accelerated,
specially designed wing. For a wing with the trailing edge angled inward,
the starting vortex moves in the opposite of the direction of wing motion
f, The starting vortex is a result of conservation of circulation—the bound
circulation around a wing is balanced by the counter-rotating starting
vortex. g,h, A rendering of a wing tied into a knot (g), used to generate a
knotted vortex (h).

was proved20. More recently, these solutions were shown to be
unstable to linear perturbations28; however, when the LIA is no
longer valid, the interplay of global and local induction complicates
the situation considerably and the evolution of vortex knots remains
a matter of theoretical debate both in the inviscid and viscid
cases21,22. Simulations of knotted vortices with large cores, based
on Navier–Stokes dynamics, suggest that they are short lived29;
however, numerical integration of Biot–Savart vortex evolution
suggests that finite core size may enhance stability21. Quantitatively,
capturing the details of even the evolution of a simple ring remains
a surprisingly resilient problem30. Resolving such subtle questions
therefore requires both the generation of knotted flows in the
laboratory, and an effective means of three-dimensional (3D)
imaging of the evolution of the resulting flow with a high degree
of spatial and temporal resolution.
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burst of fluid out of an orifice (Fig. 1a–c and Supplementary Movie
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Helicity conservation by flow across scales in reconnecting vortex links and knots

Proc. Nat. Acac. Sci. 111 (2014). Martin W. Scheeler, Dustin Kleckner, Davide Promente, Gordon L.

Kindlmann, and William T. M. Irvine. Helicity preservation is claimed

t = 6

Up to 20483 numerical

self-reconnecting trefoil.

In both experments

and simulations

HELICITY IS

REMARKABLY

PRESERVED. But..

IS HELICITY
PRESERVED
FOREVER?
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f, The starting vortex is a result of conservation of circulation—the bound
circulation around a wing is balanced by the counter-rotating starting
vortex. g,h, A rendering of a wing tied into a knot (g), used to generate a
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was proved20. More recently, these solutions were shown to be
unstable to linear perturbations28; however, when the LIA is no
longer valid, the interplay of global and local induction complicates
the situation considerably and the evolution of vortex knots remains
a matter of theoretical debate both in the inviscid and viscid
cases21,22. Simulations of knotted vortices with large cores, based
on Navier–Stokes dynamics, suggest that they are short lived29;
however, numerical integration of Biot–Savart vortex evolution
suggests that finite core size may enhance stability21. Quantitatively,
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Simulation during reconnection

⇐ Inspiration:: Helicity conservation by flow across

scales in reconnecting vortex links and knots. Proc.

Nat. Acac. Sci. 111 (2014). Scheeler, D. K., D. P., G. L. K.,

W. T. M. Irvine. Helicity preservation is claimed

⇐ To address Navier-Stokes regularity:

∂u

∂t
+ (ω × u) = −∇ph+ν4u (board) (??)

• As ν → 0:

Follow two classes of local and volume integrateed norms in time.

• Z(t): Enstrophy =
∫
V ω

2. All grow significantly.

– Leray scaled:
√
νZ(t), (board)

– dissipation ε(t) = νZ(t), (board)

– ωm = max |ω| = ‖ω‖∞. (board)

• H(t): Helicity =
∫
V u·ω. All barely change.

– Suppresses ω × u nonlinearity.

Drop in H is especially small when compared with the dramatic

changes in the vorticity norms during the first time period.

(H)1/2 is related to these regularity norms:

– L3(t) = `‖u‖L3 =
(∫

V |u|
3
)1/3

(board)

– H(1/2)(t) = `3/2‖u‖Ḣ1/2 = `3/2
(∫

d3k|k|1|u(k)|2
)1/2

b
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GOALS TODAY:

•Use helicity H decay
and

enstrophy Z growth to:

* Characterise ν → 0
scaling of:

Simulations of vortex reconnection can address the
mathematics of intense events if:

• One has a robust initial condition that
is stable against instabilities within the
vortex core.

◦ All post-Melander/Hussain (1989) anti-parallel
calculations including mine (pre-2013) and ones
still being published have unstable cores.

• One has mathematics that allows one to
isolate, in increments, the diagnostics
that are accessible to the numerics.

◦ That is relationships between
moments, including how they bound each other’s
time derivatives and production terms.

• Huge amounts of computational power.

◦ Example of doing it right: Kerr, RM 2013 .. J.
Fluid Mech. 729, R2. Bounds for Euler from
vorticity moments and line divergence. By com-
paring Ωm = ‖ω‖2m using directly computed
dΩm/dt all Ωm grow as exponentials of expo-
nentials and the coefficients can be determined.
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GOALS TODAY:

• Use helicity H decay and

enstrophy Z growth to:

* Characterise ν → 0 scaling of:

• Helicity does decay, but not until first recon-
nection completes.

• Indicated by amazing scaling where all√
νZ cross at t = tx = 41.

Reconnection

to

linked rings
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• Governing equations.

Navier-Stokes ∂u

∂t
− ν4u︸ ︷︷ ︸

dissipation

+(u · ∇)u = −∇p . (1)

Using ω = ∇×u as the vorticity vector, there are two quadratic, inviscid (ν = 0)
invariants:

• Energy E =

∫
1
2u

2dV and helicity H =

∫
u·ω dV (Moffatt , 1969).

• But not the enstrophy Z =

∫
ω2 dV Defining enstrophy and helicity densities,

|ω|2 and h = u · ω, their equations and volume-integrated norms are:

∂|ω|2

∂t
+ (u · ∇)|ω|2 = 2ωSω︸ ︷︷ ︸

Zp=production

+ν4|ω|2 − 2ν(∇ω)2︸ ︷︷ ︸
εω=Z−dissipation

, Z =

∫
ω2dV .

(2)
∂h

∂t
+ (u · ∇)h = −ω · ∇Π︸ ︷︷ ︸

ω−transport
+ ν4h︸ ︷︷ ︸

ν−transport

− 2νtr(∇ω · ∇uT )︸ ︷︷ ︸
εh=H−dissipation

H =

∫
u · ωdV ,

(3)

• Unlike the energy, helicity can be of either sign, is not Galilean invariant and can
grow due to its viscous terms (Biferale & Kerr , 1995).

The enstrophy Z can grow due to its production term Zp.
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Norms that a spectral code can calculate
One can also determine spectra, the spectral transfer of energy and a variety of

higher-order Lebesgue ‖u‖Lp and Sobolev ‖u‖Ḣs norms:

‖u‖Lp =

(
1

V

∫
dV |u|p

)1/p

and ‖u‖Ḣs =

(∫
d3k|k|2s|u(k)|2

)1/2

. (4)

Hölder ineq: ‖u‖Lp = ‖u‖p ≤ ‖u‖p+1 specifically ‖ω‖2 ≤ ‖ω‖∞ board (5)

The vorticity diagnostics used will be:

ωm = sup |ω| = ‖ω‖∞ = ‖ω‖L∞ and Z = `3‖ω‖22 =
(
H(1)

)2
where H(1) = `3/2‖u‖Ḣ1 .

(6)
The following two diagnostics, with the same dimensional scaling as the helicity are
significant in our understanding of Navier-Stokes regularity:

L3 = `‖u‖L3 and H(1/2) = `3/2‖u‖Ḣ1/2 . (7)

Escauriaza, L., Seregin, G., & Sverák, V. (2003) shows that L3 controls Navier-Stokes
regularity. The proof by contradiction used Leray similarity:

u(x, t) =
1√

2a(T − t)
U

(
x√

2a(T − t)

)
(8)

Resulting in: (y = x/
√

2a(T − t), a same units as ν.)

−ν∆U + aU + a(y∇U ) + (U ·∇)U +∇P = 0
∇·U = 0

}
in R3 (9)
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• Same
√
νZ as before, with an extra brown + curve.

Simulation parameters
• The radius of the trefoil

is rt = 2, loop separa-
tion is δa = 1.

• Viscosities from ν =
0.00025 to ν = 3.125e−
5 Resolved. (plus to
ν = 2e − 6 underre-
solved)
• The four radii calcu-

lated are re(SRQP ) =
0.24, 0.33, 0.47, 0.66.

•
√
νZ due to Leray?

• Brown + calculation uses the same
smallest viscosity ν = 3.125e − 5 as the green
curve, but the domain is smaller, (4π)3 not (6π)3.

√
νZ for the smallest

ν, highest Reynolds
number, in a smaller
box does not cross
the others at
t = tx = 41.

• But
√
νZ CROSSES in a

larger (6π)3 domain.

WHY in (6π)3 but not (4π)3?

9



• Same
√
νZ as before, with an extra brown + curve.

• Brown + calculation uses the same
smallest viscosity ν = 3.125e− 5 as the green curve,
but the domain is smaller, (4π)3 not (6π)3.

* A partial answer
comes from
Constantin CMP
(1986)

“Note on Loss of
Regularity for Solu-
tions of the 3D In-
compressible Euler
and Related Equa-
tions”.
If the Euler solution for
an initial condition in a
Sobolev space is regular
up to a certain time.
Then there is a critical
viscosity below which as
ν → 0 Navier-Stokes cal-
culation will be bounded
by a function of the reg-
ular Euler solution.
NO ν → 0 finite dissipa-
tion rate ε = νZ.

10



• A partial answer comes from the Constantin (1986) “Note on Loss of Reg-
ularity for Solutions of the 3D Incompressible Euler and Related
Equations”.

• In a Sobolev space, when the Euler solution for an initial condition is regular:

• Then for very small viscosities: ν ≤ ν0(`).

Regular Euler functions will bound Navier-Stokes.

There CANNOT be a non-Euler ν → 0 limit.

• Solution: This critical viscosity decreases with ` as the outer boundary of the `3

periodic domain is increased.

• So increasing ` relaxes the ν ≤ ν0(`) bound.

But there must be more than this. Must also address:

• There is a sketch of a proof by Masmoudi (2007) for
Whole Space that will be addressed at the end.
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t = 6

Reconnection
begins.

Mid-Reconnection.

t = 45

Reconnection ends.
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t = 6

Vorticity isosurface plus two closed vor-
tex lines of the perturbed trefoil vortex at
t = 6, not long after initialization. Its self-
linking is LS = 3, which can be split into
writhe W = 3.15 and twist T = −0.1.

A single vorticity isosurface plus three
closed vortex lines at t = 31. The green
line follows a remaining trefoil trajectories
seeded near ωm, indicated by X. ItsLS = 4,
which can be split into W + T = 2.85 +
1.15 = 4 The orange cross is the “re-
connection point”, the point between the
closest approach of the trefoil’s two loops
and where, due to an extra twist, the loops
are locally anti-parallel. The Red LS = 0
and blue LS = 1 lines originate on ei-
ther side of the reconnection point and
are linked, which gives a total linking of
Lt = 2Lrb + LSb + LSr = 2 + 1 + 0 = 3,
the linking of the original trefoil.
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The perspective for t = 36 is rotated
90◦ clockwise from the t = 31 figure
so that the reconnection gap to the
right of the red cross and between the
green 0.53ωm and red enstrophy dissi-
pation 0.5εω−m isosurfaces can be seen
directly, where ωm = max(|ω| = 1.24
and εω−m = max(εω) = 185. What is
left of the trefoil is outlined with the
0.33ωm cyan vorticity isosurface and
the unique closed trefoil line in green.
Strong positive helicity is essentially co-
located with the 0.53ωm vorticity iso-
surface.

Besides enstrophy dissipation, helicity dissipation (of both signs) and helicity transport have
been rendered. For max(εh) = εh+ = 4.9, min(εh) = εh− = −3.2 and max(u · ∇h) = 0.06
and the surfaces are at εh = 0.5εh+ blue, εh = 0.5εh− yellow-orange, and u : ∇h =
0.5 max(u · ∇h) magenta. The three dissipation surfaces for, εω, εh > 0, εh < 0, and
u · ∇h to the left of the gap are sheets and layered ontop of one another, so extra X’s and
+’s have been added to indicate where their maxima (or minima) are. Note how helicity
is advected from both sides into the reconnection zone.
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t = 45

Isosurfaces and one vortex line at
t = 45 just as the first recon-
nection has ending. Isosurfaces of
vorticity isosurfaces in blue and
helicity isosurfaces at 0.05 max(h)
in green and 0.05 min(h) in yel-
low where max(h) = 0.62 and
min(h) = −0.26. The position
where reconnection began is the
red X.

The vortex line seeded at the point of maximum vorticity at X still has the flavour
of the original trefoil as it circumnavigates the centre twice and passes through both
the regions with large vorticity and large helicity of both signs. The region between
the X’s that saw a sandwiching of dissipation surfaces at t = 36 now is dominated by
negative helicity. The region to the right is now a twisted vortex. Note in particular
the region of large negative helicity on the other side of the reconnection zone in the
upper left.
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t = 6

t = 45
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Getting self-similar scaling

Leray scaled enstrophy

√
νZ

17



Tc(ν)

• Apply Hölder-like
scaling to enstrophy.

• That is, if
‖ω‖∞ ∼ 1/(Tc − t)
• then: H(1)

= Z1/2 ∼ 1/(Tc − t)
• Then estimate pro-

jected critical times by
extending the fits to
1/(
√
νZ)1/2 = 0.

• Draw extensions.
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• Apply Hölder scaling
to enstrophy.

• Then estimate pro-
jected critical times by
extending the fits to
1/(
√
νZ)1/2 = 0.

• Draw extensions.

Tc(ν)
• ∆t(ν) = Tc(ν)− tx
• Left-end symbols are t = 0
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Path to the scaling:

• If ν1/2Z(tx) = B√νZ ≈ 2.5 ∀ ν
then:

• ∆t(ν) = Tc(ν)− tx
• Left-end symbols are t = 0

1√
ν1/2Z(t)

=
Tc − t

B
1/2√
νZ

(Tc − tx)

Tc(ν) = tx

/(
1−

√
ν1/2Z/B√νZ

)
(Very crudely) ‖ω‖∞ ∼ 1/(ν(Tc − t)), the Leray predic-
tion, for consistency from the prediction of Leray scaling,
one would expect to see Z ∼ 1/(ν(Tc−t))1/2, which would
imply linear behaviour for 1/Z2 ∼ (Tc − t).

SKIP
From the shape of all the
ν1/2Z(t) curves, the en-
stropy growth seems to
be some inverse power
law. The Hölder inequal-
ity would suggest that Z ∼
1/(Tc − t)2. To be linear,

1/
√
ν1/2Z is plotted. Since

these are linear-linear, the
lines can then be extrapo-
lated to where they would
cross 1/

√
ν1/2Z = 0, giv-

ing effective singular times
Tc(ν). Next, times with
respect to tx are rescaled
using δtν = Tc(ν − tx),
which gives the next fig-
ure where both the enstro-
phy and time have been
rescaled. These curves col-
lapse ontop of each other up
to tx.
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•Width of 150mm, r̃ = 75.5mm and circula-
tion of Γ = 20,000 mm2/s.

• If the last time they have clear helicity
results is t′f = 2.8, then tf = 2.8 ×
75.52/2e4=800ms.

These vortices are tracked using ∼100-μm microbubbles, generated by
hydrolysis, which are trapped in the core of the rapidly spinning vortices
(e.g., Fig. 1 B and C). These bubbles are in turn imaged with high-speed laser
scanning tomography of a 230× 230× 230-mm volume at a resolution of
3843 and a rate of 170 s−1. Using these data, we trace the vortex cores by
first identifying line-like features in the volumetric data and then connecting
them to create closed 3D paths (24–26), approximated as polygons with
∼3,000 points. Some disruption of the imaging and tracking results from
vortex reconnections, but careful adjustment of the experimental parame-
ters allows vortices to be tracked immediately before and after reconnec-
tions. From these paths, physical quantities such as energy, momentum, and
helicity can be directly calculated as path integrals, and the geometric na-
ture of this description allows direct comparison with other fluid systems,
including simulations of superfluids and idealized thin core vortex models,
both of which will be described later. We rescale all of the vortex lengths in
terms of the initial length, L0, and rescale the time in terms of the inital r.m.s.

vortex radius, r =
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
Æjxj2æ− jÆxæj2

q
, and circulation, Γ: t′= t ×Γ=r2 (both r and L0

are calculated from the designed vortex geometry, determined by the hy-
drofoil shape). Technical details for all systems are described in SI Text, Ex-
perimental Vortex Generation and follow established methods (19, 27–29).
Note that, for our experimental vortices, we can estimate the rate of twist
dissipation as ∂tTw=Tw ∼ 5 s−1, whereas the overall vortex motion has a
timescale of order 1 s (SI Text, Helicity Dissipation for a Twisted Core).

Experimental Results
As was found in previous studies (18, 19, 27), our initially linked
and knotted vortices disentangle themselves through local re-
connections into topological trivial vortex rings. This change in
tube topology might be expected to result in a corresponding
change of the helicity, because it is a global measure of the vortex
topology. For example, a reconnection event that changes a
pair of linked rings into a single coiled ring (e.g., Fig. 1A)
should result in a sudden, discontinuous jump of the helicity by
jΔHcj∼ 1  Γ2. Recently, more detailed analytical results have also
indicated that helicity may be dissipated in a reconnection event
(17). Remarkably, our experimental measurements of the
total center-line helicity, Hc, show that it is nearly unaffected
by reconnections (Fig. 2 A and C). As numerical computation
of writhe is sensitive to small-scale noise in the extracted path,
applying a small amount of local smoothing to the raw path data
dramatically improves the measurement. We do this by con-
volving the raw vortex center-line traces, xiðsÞ (where s is the
path-length coordinate), with a windowed sinc function with a
spatial cutoff of λ= 50 mm, which is about 5% of the total vortex
length of both the links and knots. Remarkably, we find that a
vortex initially shaped into a trefoil vortex knot (Fig. 2 A and B)
is observed to have nearly constant center-line helicity, Hc=Γ2 =
3:25± 0:04, even though it is undergoing dramatic changes in
geometry and topology. Similarly, the initially linked pair of rings
(Fig. 2 C and D) also shows no jump in the helicity through
reconnection events, even though on longer timescales the center-
line helicity is seen to change from Hc ∼ 2Γ2 to ∼ 1Γ2, apparently
via geometric deformations. Taken together, we conclude that any

jump in helicity is less than ΔHc. 0:05Γ2 per reconnection for
our vortices.
The apparent absence of a helicity jump indicates that the

vortices are spontaneously arranging themselves into a geometry
that allows center-line helicity to be conserved through recon-
nections. This proceeds via a simple geometric mechanism: at
the moment of topology-changing reconnection, the reassocia-
tion of vortex lines creates writhing coils in regions that were
previously free of writhe, thus converting center-line helicity from
linking to writhe (or vice versa) each time a reconnection takes
place. The remarkable efficiency of the helicity transfer results
from the precise way in which the curves approach each other.
The vortex sections where the reconnection is taking place are
almost perfectly antiparallel just before the reconnection event
(Fig. 1C). This means that the reassociation of vortex tubes that
occurs during the reconnection will not change the crossing number
in any projection of the vortex tube center-line. Because the writhe
can be computed as the average crossing number over all ori-
entations, this implies the total linking and writhing,

P
Lk+P

Wr, should be conserved, and hence the center-line helicity as
well. (See SI Text, Theory of Helicity Conservation Through a
Reconnection, and Fig. S3 for a description of this mechanism
purely in terms of planar link diagrams.) Alternatively, one can
consider the helicity density in the reconnecting region, obtained
by computing the tangential flow, h=Γut (Fig. 2E). If the anni-
hilated sections are close and antiparallel, the sum of this helicity
density should approach zero, conserving helicity (1). Interestingly,
this antiparallel configuration is expected to form naturally if the
vortex tubes are stretching themselves while conserving energy,
which seems to happen spontaneously for vortices whose tube to-
pology is nontrivial (19).

Conversion of Linking and Knotting to Coiling on Different Scales.
The simple geometric mechanism we find for the conservation
of center-line helicity through reconnections implies a transfer
of helicity across scales that should be quantifiable. Although
volumetric Fourier components have been used as measures of
helicity content on different scales for flows with distributed
vorticity (30), for thin core vortices the distance along the vortex
provides a natural length scale. To quantify the storage of hel-
icity as a function of scale along the vortex filament, we compute
the helicity as a function of smoothing, HcðλÞ, where λ is a hard
spatial cutoff scale introduced by convolving the vortex path with
a sinc kernel of variable width (this is the same procedure used to
smooth the raw data, described above, but with varying cutoff).
When this smoothing is applied, helix-like distortions of the path
with period less than λ will be removed, and so the contribution
of those helical coils to the overall helicity is also removed. The
derivative of this function, ∂Hcjλ, then quantifies the helicity
content stored at spatial scale λ (Fig. 3 and Movies S1 and S2).
Ultimately, there is a component of the helicity that is not

removed by even long-scale smoothing; for the relatively simple
topologies studied here, the resulting writhe is nearly integer.

A

B

C

D

E Fig. 2. (A and B) The computed center-line helicity
(Hc) and length for of an experimental trefoil knot
vortex through the first two reconnection events
(out of three total). The teal data indicate the raw
experimental traces, whereas the orange data have
been smoothed with a windowed sinc function
whose spatial cutoff is λ= 50 mm (the total vortex
length is ∼1 m). The gray Inset diagrams indicate the
topologies at different stages of the vortex evolu-
tion. (C and D) The center-line helicity and length for
a linked pair of vortex rings in experiment, through
two reconnections. (E) Two traces of a pair of ini-
tially linked vortices in experiment, just before and
after a reconnection event. The traces are colored
according to the computed local helicity density,
h=Γut , calculated using the Biot–Savart law.

15352 | www.pnas.org/cgi/doi/10.1073/pnas.1407232111 Scheeler et al.

• Based upon the circulation, initial size
of the trefoil and the separation be-
tween its two loops, the characteristic
time for reconnection to start in the
experiment would be at tr ≈ 560ms
and for the simulations at t = 31.

• This would indicate that the simu-
lation time of t ≈ 53 would corre-
spond to when the experiment ended
at t ≈ 800ms.
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Address Masmoudi (2007) Whole Space with small ν and early time t < 0.7tx ≈ 30
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Euler convergence tests.

Euler bounds Navier-Stokes.

Navier-Stokes
convergence tests.

• Euler,
(4π)3, 20483

is good for
all ` up to
t = 24.

• Navier-Stokes low ν: ν = 6.25e-5, ` = 4π, 20483 is only calculation that is
resolved in terms of ‖ω‖∞ and an exponential Z-spectrum tail for all times.

• ν = 1.5625e-5, lowest ν, ‖ω‖∞ bounded by Euler ‖ω‖∞ at all times.
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• Spectra at low
wavenumbers (k−0.3

regime) gives global
enstrophy Z.

• Spectra at highest wavenum-
bers: No exponential tail,
ωm = ‖ω‖∞ is under-resolved.

• Spectra at interme-
diate wavenumbers
(k−2.4 regime) con-
nects.

Which calculations are resolved?

No tail.

If too short, the global
enstrophy Z is unre-
aliable.

• ν = 6.25e-5, ` =
4π, 20483 is only low
ν calculation with
an exponential Z-
spectral tail for all
times.

• Enstrophy Z for
ν = 6.25e-5, ` = 4π,
10243 and ν = 3.125e-
5, ` = 6π, 20483

are reliable for all
times.

• ν = 1.5625e-5 and ν = 7.8e-6 with ` = 9π should have reliable Z for all times.

• Even ν = 4e-6 and ν = 2e-6 with ` = 9π are OK for short times.
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•Navier-Stokes ν < 3e-5 exceed Euler Z for short period.

• Masmoudi (2007) seems to be irrelevant for enstrophy Z and dissipation ε = νZ.
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• Euler, ` = 4π, 20483

is good for all ` up to
t = 24.

• Euler ωm exceed
Navier-Stokes ωm for
all times and all ν.

• Enstrophy Z are reli-
able for all ν up to
t = 24.

• ν < 3e-5 exceed Euler
Z for short period.
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What is new? Dissipation Anomaly?

• Finite energy dissipation in a finite time: Finite ∆E.

• This is preceded by a scaling regime covering a change of 16 in nu.

• I get these regimes at roughly the same times for case Q, R, S, my thinner cases.

and
But do these results contradict the mathematics?

In particular Constantin (1986) and Masmoudi (2007). No.

What new physics makes this possible?

(3D graphics. In particular how negative helicity is ejected from the trefoil.)
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Where next?

• These calculations while perhaps provacative, leave many questions unanswered.

For example: What is the mechanism that is responsible for the influence of the
distant boundaries upon the inner dynamics of the trefoil? And is there over-looked, or
unproven, mathematics that could still suppress the experimentally observed growth of
the enstrophy at very, very small viscosities?

• Backwards cascade of negative helicity? Numerically, the idea that wavenum-
ber modes of opposite sign can move to opposite extremes of the wavenumber spectra
was introduced by Biferale & Kerr (1995) in the context of GOY-like shell models.
Furthermore, the growth large-scale negative helicity (H < 0) might be what compen-
sates for the formation of additional small-scale positive helicity (H > 0) that is needed
to maintain the self-similar growth of

√
νZ(t). If ` is too small, H < 0 has no place

to go and the growth of Z would be suppressed. But if ` increased, both the outer
H < 0 and the inner H > 0 can grow together. How viscous terms can generate both
positive and negative helicity in physical space during reconnection is demonstrated in
the t = 36 figure.

• New mathematics. If this eventually rules out the
√
νZ(t) behaviour reported here

in the ν → 0 limit, how can the observed dissipation anomaly be explained? It could
be that the suppression of enstrophy growth in the ν → 0 limit is logarithmically weak.
Or in shell model language, there could be bursts in the cascade that cross several
wavenumber shells, such that it would take only a few of these bursts to reach infinite
wavenumber and give the appearance of finite dissipation in a finite time.
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